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ABSTRACT 

We used broadband dielectric spectroscopy in 
the frequency range from 10–2 Hz up to 107 Hz 
and we found dynamics of the primary - and in- 
termolecular Johari-Goldstein (JG) -processes 
are strongly correlated in diglycidyl ether of bis- 
phenol-A over a wide temperature from 193 to 
283K and pressure P range from 0.1 to 600 MPa. 
Analysing the temperature and pressure beha- 
vior of the - and (JG) -processes, a clear corre- 
lation has been found between the structural re- 
laxation time, the Johari-Goldstein relaxation time 
and the dispersion of the structural relaxation. 
These results support the idea that the Johari- 
Goldstein relaxation acts as a precursor of the 
structural relaxation and therefore of the glass 
transition phenomenon. 
 
Keywords: Dielectric Relaxation; Nano-Size Motion; 
Secondary Relaxation; Pressure and Temperature 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In glass former materials close to the glassy state the 
relaxation scenario evolves over many times decades, from 
very fast processes (-processes) on the scale of nano- 
seconds to very slow ones (structural process) occurring 
on the scale of seconds, [1,2]. On this respect, it is of 
fundamental importance to verify the universal occur- 
rence of a non cooperative relaxation of the whole mole- 
cule before the cooperative one reflecting in the structu- 
ral relaxation, [3]. So, it is challenging to distinguish be- 
tween intermolecular and intramolecular -processes also 
in systems with a complex molecular structure, even show- 
ing more than one -process. Intermolecular -processes 
observed in rigid molecule is called Johari-Goldstein - 
processes (JG-processes). 

Among secondary relaxations, those originated by in- 
tra-molecular transitions naturally bear no relation to the 
structural relaxation. However, some relation may be ex-  

pected for intermolecular secondary relaxations [1-3], ori- 
ginated by local motions of the entire molecule. These 
processes, possibly relevant for the glass transition, are 
now referred to as the Johari-Goldstein (JG) secondary 
or JG -relaxation to honor their discovery of secondary 
relaxation even in totally rigid molecules without internal 
degree of freedom. A rational of relaxation dynamics in 
such terms is for example proposed by the Coupling Mo- 
del [4].   

In this paper we contribute to such discussion by in- 
vestigating the relation between the structural and the JG 
-relaxation in a system, namely diglycidyl ether of bis- 
phenol-A (DGEBA), in an interval of pressure ranging 
from 0.1 to 600 MPa and temperature from 193 to 283 K. 
A great advantage in such a study is provided by the pos- 
sibility of studying the variation of relaxation dynamics 
with temperature and pressure. Variation of pressure acts 
on the density only of the systems while variation of tem- 
perature acts on the thermal energy and on the density. 
By controlling both thermodynamic parameters it is pos- 
sible to study the relaxation dynamics of the same system 
with different density and thermal energy values. In such 
conditions we can evidence any, if exists, relation be- 
tween the dynamics properties of the different relaxation 
processes. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

2.1. Methods 

The complex dielectric constant i      was mea- 
sured in the frequency range from 10–2 Hz up to 107 Hz 
at different isothermal and isobaric conditions using No- 
vocontrol Alpha analyser. The temperature at atmospheric 
pressure was varied from 100 and 320 K by means of a 
conditioned nitrogen flow cryostat. The high pressure ex- 
periment was carried out by means of an hydrostatic press 
and silicon oil as a pressure transmitting medium. A Tef- 
lon membrane prevented the oil to contact the dielectric 
cell. The temperature of the whole pressure chamber was 
controlled by a thermal jacket connected to a liquid cir- 
culator. 
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2.2. Materials 

Poly(Bisphenol A-co-epichlorohydrin), glycidyl end- 
capped (DGEBA), with average molecular weight ~380 
g/mol, corresponding to n = 0.14 in the chemical formula 
Figure 1, and glass transition temperature 255 ± 1 K was 
purchased from Shell Co. under the trade name of Epon 
828. In the glassy state two secondary processes are pre- 
sent and the slower one was identified as the JG process 
[4-7]. 

3. RESULTS 

Dielectric loss spectra,  ω i     ,　 of DGEBA 
were measured from above to below the glass transition. 
In Figure 2, the different thermodynamic paths are re- 
ported along which we investigated the relation between 
the structural and the secondary relaxation close to Tg(P). 
Dashed lines show isothermal paths and solid lines show 
isobaric paths followed during the vitrification. For all 
the systems here investigated the secondary process were 
analysed only in the glassy state close and below Tg. 

We acquired dielectric spectra along isothermal paths 
by varying pressure from 0.1 MPa up to the maximum 
value of 600 MPa, with step of 10 MPa in the super- 
cooled liquid and step of 50 MPa in the glass, Figure 3. 
We also measured dielectric spectra by varying tempera- 
ture at high pressure from 344 to 233 K with step of 3 K 
in supercooled liquid and 5 K in the glass, Figure 3. The 
 

 

Figure 1. Chemical structure of Poly (BisphenolA-coepichlo 
rohydrin), glycidyl end-capped. 
 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the thermodynamic paths 
used during the measurements reported in this chapter. Squares 
(green points) represent the glass transition temperature at dif-
ferent pressure. Dashed and continuous lines represent isother-
mal and isobaric paths to the glass transition. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. (a) Isobaric (0.1 MPa) dielectric loss spectra of DG- 
EBA measured at different temperatures (values reported in the 
figure); (b) Isothermal (283 K) dielectric loss spectra of DGE- 
BA measured at different pressure (values reported in the fig- 
ure). The black spectra are measured in the supercooled liquid 
and are dominated by the α-peak and the blue open symbols 
spectra are measured in the glassy state. 
 
increase of pressure slows down the structural relaxation 
similarly to the decrease of temperature: the structural re- 
laxation peak shifts to lower frequencies until the struc- 
ture of the liquid is eventually arrested in a glassy state. 
At ambient pressure in DGEBA only the -structural 
process is visible above Tg, when spectra are collected in 
the frequency interval 10–2 - 106 Hz. In the case of DG- 
EBA, for temperatures below Tg two further relaxation 
processes, -, and, -, are visible in the frequency inter- 
val, Figure 3. All the observed relaxation processes move 
towards lower frequencies on decreasing temperature or 
increasing pressure, the -process being the most sensi- 
tive and the - the less. The -process occurs only at very 
high frequency and in our frequency window can be 
measured only at very low temperature at ambient pres- 
sure, but never at high pressure due to limitation of the 
temperature interval, Figure 3. 

Dielectric spectra were fitted with a superposition of 
different HN functions, one for each relaxation process, 
[1-3]: 
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where the shape parameters αHN, βHN (0 < (1 – αHN); βHN 

(1 – αHN) ≤ 1) describe the symmetric and asymmetric 
broadening of the complex dielectric function. 

Since for any value of temperature not more than two 
relaxation processes appear, in the fitting procedure we 
never used more than two relaxation functions. Moreover, 
the -process was usually described by the CC func- 
tion(β = 1), and the contribution of the -process at high 
pressure (DGEBA), was accounted by an HN function 
with only 　 and  as free parameters, and the  and 
 parameters fixed to the values found at ambient pres- 
sure and very low temperature. The fitting program, based 
on a least square minimizing procedure, contemporary 
fits the real and the imaginary part of the dielectric spec- 
trum and furnishes the values of the parameters and the 
corresponding errors. Table 1, report some representative 
values of the parameters  and  for the considered sys- 
tems at different pressure and temperature. 

The structural relaxation in diglycidylether of bisphe- 
nol A (DGEBA) with variations of temperature has been 
examined studied with three spectroscopic methods: di- 
electric spectroscopy (DS), dynamic light scattering-pho- 
ton correlation spectroscopy (LS), and mechanical spec- 
troscopy (MS) [7-9]. The DS and LS measurements were 
carried out as a function of both temperature and pres- 
sure. Moreover, pressure-volume-temperature measure- 
ments were obtained for the DGEBA. These data allow 
an assessment of the relative contributions of thermal en- 
ergy and free volume to structural relaxation in DGEBA.  
 
Table 1. P is pressure and T is temperature and the αHN1 and 
βHN2 are parameters of α-(structural), αHN1 and βHN2 of β-(sec- 
ondary) relaxation (Eq.1) at different pressures and tem- pera-
tures for DGEBA. 

 α-relaxation β-relaxation 

P (MPa) T (K) αHN1 βHN2 αHN1 βHN2 

240 293 0 0 0.6 1 

270 293 0 0 0.59 1 

300 293 0 0 0.48 1 

340 293 0 0 0.43 1 

141 283 0 0 0.51 1 

244 283 0 0 0.47 1 

303 283 0 0 0.44 1 

450 283 0 0 0.42 1 

0.1 273 0.15 0.43 0 0 

0.1 198 0.4 0.5 0.64 1 

The results clearly show a substantial role for both ther- 
mal and free volume in the dramatic slowing down of the 
dynamics. The combined temperature- and pressure-de- 
pendences of the dielectric and light scattering relaxation 
times were analyzed using the Avramov equation, show- 
ing that the fragility (normalized temperature dependence) 
is pressure independent over the studied range of pres- 
sures. Conformance to the time-temperature-pressure su- 
perposition principle was also observed for all measure- 
ment techniques. As model independent parameter for 
the characteristic time scale of the process we considered 
the maxima of frequency,  max max1 2iν pt i  correspond- 
ing to the loss peak maximum frequency, which was 
calculated by 
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where the symbols have the same meaning as in Eq.1. 
Those results of relaxation time as function of tempera- 
ture and pressure are presented in the Figure 4. The 
value of the glass transition temperature, Tg, determined 
by  (Tg) = 10 s at ambient temperature is (T = 257 ± 1 
K) for DGEBA. The pressure dependence of Tg can be  
 

 
(a)                               (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Pressure dependence of the logarithmic of max of 
DGEBA (Eq.1) for the -(full symbols) and the -process 
(open symbols), at two different values of T: 293 K (squares), 
and 283 K (circles). (b) Temperature dependence of the loga-
rithmic of  of DGEBA for the -(full symbols) and the 

(Secondary)-process (open symbols), at two different values 
of pressure: 0.1 MPa (triangles), and 500 MPa (circles). In both 
panels the continuous lines represent fit with the VFT 
(-relaxation) and Arrhenius (-relaxation) equations. The 
horizontal continuous lines show the relaxation time value used 
to define the glass transition. Crosses represent the values of 

 at (T,P)g. 

max
βτ

maxτ β
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expressed by polynomial function, Tg(P) = 259.89 + 
0.1*P – 5.42*10–5 *P2 K for DGEBA, Figure 5. The 
temperature dependence of max  can be well fitted by a 
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann, VFT, equation, 

αυ

 max 0 0 0  over the entire tempera- 
ture interval. The pressure dependence of max  can be 
well fitted by a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann like, PVFT, equa- 
tion, 

exp DT T Tα αυ υ 



αυ

   max 0maxlog log A*P B Pυ υ      over the en- 
tire pressure interval. In the isothermal paths, pressure 
dependence of max  below Tg is well reproduced by the 
Arrhenius equation, 

αυ
 k Tmax 0 B  (where 

ΔVβ is the activation volume of the secondary -relaxa- 
tion) and in isobaric condition the temperature depend- 
ence of max  below Tg is well reproduced by the Ar- 
rhenius equation, 

expυ υ P. V  

βυ
 max 0 a B . The diffe- 

rent VFT and Arrhenius parameters for the isobaric di- 
electric relaxation spectra of the different are listed in 
Table 2. 

exp E k Tβ βυ υ

4. DISCUSSION 

The combined variation of both temperature and pres- 
sure allows reaching dynamic states characterized by the 
same value of structural relaxation time, but different 
 

 

Figure 5. Values (symbols) of Tg as a function of P for DGEBA. 
The continuous line is a fit with a second order polynomial. 

 
Table 2. The glass transition temperature and the relevant VFT 
parameter for three different systems, as determined by dielec-
tric relaxation measurement [parameter of A and B come from 
the equation, log(υmax) = log (υ0max)+ A·P/(B – P)].  

P 
(MPa) 

T 
(K) 

Log 
(υ0α) 

D.T0 T0 Tg 
Log 

(υ0max) 
A B Pg 

# 293 4.2 # # # # –26.3 931.4 244 ± 1

# 283 5.3 # # # # –26.3 763.1 174 ± 1

0.1 # # –761.7 213.2 258 ± 1 15.1 # # # 

400 # # –700.8 265.4 312 ± 1 13.1 # # # 

thermal energies and densities. The relative role of densi- 
ty and thermal energy on the slowing the structural rela- 
xation on approaching the glass transition is a matter of 
study. Even if a similar behavior can be found for mate- 
rials belonging to the same class, the details of their rela- 
tive role vary for each system. From the dynamic point 
of view the glass transition is traditionally defined by con- 
sidering the structural relaxation time being a fixed long 
value. According to our definition  (Tg) = 10 and the 
glass transition can be obtained for different couples of 
values of pressure and temperature, whose relation in our 
case is expressed by polynomials function for pressure 
values up to 500 MPa, Figure 5. It is interesting to dee- 
pen the investigation about the -JG process, also in sys- 
tems with complex molecular structure, and its eventual 
connection with the glass formation phenomenon. Since 
one of the most prominent aspects related to the glass 
formation is of dynamic nature it seems reasonable to 
find out a dynamic relation between the two processes. If 
we scrutinizing in our systems the behaviour of the - 
relaxation for different values of (T,P)g but the same va- 
lue , for example at the glass transition, it appears that 
also the values of max is almost constant, Figure 4. In 
fact, for DGEBA we observe a maximum variation of 
max of less than half a decade for all the different tem- 
perature and pressure conditions. In other words, locating 
the glass transition line (Tg, Pg) as isochronal locus of the 
structural process, irrespective of the fact that the condi-
tions of temperature and of pressure are different the 
ratio P,T/P,T　 P,　 T is constant. We know that 
pressure and temperature act to a different extent on the 
structural dynamics. The same is also for the -process, 
and a limiting case is represented by those processes that 
are almost insensitive to pressure variations, but are tem- 
perature dependent [10-12]. The evidence that at the glass 
transition the - and -time scales are correlated sug- 
gests that the dependence of the characteristic times of 
the two processes on the external parameters must be 
correlated. This result is compatible with the hypothesis 
of the complex relaxation scenario as a continuous evo- 
lution from localized (almost non cooperative) to fully 
cooperative motions, both involving the motion of the 
whole molecule. It is likely to suppose that the connec- 
tion between -and -dynamics is not a universal fea- 
ture of all -processes, but only of those local processes 
intimately connected to the cooperative structural dy- 
namics. DGEBA present two -processes, and it would 
be important to check this idea not only on the slower - 
process but also on the faster -process. However, since 
experimental limitation the -process was not measured 
at high pressure and such test cannot be done. However, 
to support the idea that such type of investigation can 
distinguish -processes with a particular origin, we can  
refer to data of decahydroisoquinoline in, ref [12]. This 
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result was also found in some different systems. The dif- 
ferent temperature and pressure paths of mixtures con- 
taining the rigid polar molecule quinaldine (QN) (obtai- 
ned from Aldrich, Tg = 180 K) and tristyrene (obtained 
from PSS, Tg = 234 K), with concentration ranging from 
5 to 100 wt%. Tristyrene was mixed well with QN, and 
was studied for being used as the non active component 
in dielectric measurements because of the weak dipole 
moment of repeat unit, Figure 6, ref. [12]. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We investigated the relation between secondary and 
structural dynamics of diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A 
(DGEBA) under variations of temperature and pressure. 
We propose a model independent analysis for scrutiny a 
possible relation between structural and secondary re- 
laxations. The analysis consists in investigating the ratio 
 for different values of pressure and temperature 
(density and thermal energy), but the same value of struc- 
tural relaxation time. According to such analysis we evi- 
denced that the -process in DGEBA is clearly related 
with the structural dynamics, and then to the glass transi- 
tion. In fact, for different thermodynamic conditions of 
pressure and temperature corresponding to max  
for DGEBA, we observe that the relaxation time of the 

10 sατ 
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Figure 6. Relaxation map for the mixture 10% QN in tristyrene. 
(a) Isobaric data: 0.1 MPa (stars), 380 MPa (circles). (b) Iso-
thermal data: 238 K (stars), 253 K (circles), 263 K (squares), 
278 K (triangles). Closed and open symbols are for  and JG 
respectively. Continuous lines through the  data represent 
Vogel-Fulcher fits in (a), and linear fits in (b). The dashed-dot- 
ted line through JG in (a) is an Arrhenius fit to the ambient 
pressure data at T < Tg, and the dashed curves in (b) are guides 
for eyes in following its P-dependence. Upper and lower hori-
zontal dotted lines indicate log10() = –0.17 (i.e.  = 0.67 s) 
and log10(JG) = –5.46 (JG = 3.5 s), vertical dotted lines mark 
the corresponding x-axis values. Vertical arrows correspond to 
the values of x-axis for which log10() = 3 and mark the chan- 
ge of dynamics for JG, ref. [12]. 

-process is almost constant. These results are fully con- 
sistent with those contemporarily found for mixtures of 
glass formers materials. 
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